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one year ago, the biggest challenge LVMpD was preparing to meet was the decentralization of several of our 
investigative sections and the reassignment of those detectives to our area commands.  the project Management 
and Video Bureau was created to manage this considerable task.  as i address you today, decentralization is 
complete.  this change has put our investigators closer to the crimes, closer to the victims, and we are beginning 
to see the benefits of this move in terms of information sharing and the rapid handling of crime reports.

the office of community engagement was launched in 2015.  this office is designed to work closely with 
special interest groups in our community; to open dialogue with these groups and ensure their voices are heard.  
the communication that has been established with important groups, such as the acLu, has been extremely 
encouraging.

i invite you to read more about both the LVMpD decentralization project as well as the office of community 
engagement within this report.

Looking ahead, we continue to analyze the methods with which we manage our vehicle pursuits.  We will also 
continue to examine our uses of force.  there is always room for improvement and, as these incidents can place 
the lives of our citizens and officers in danger, they are at the forefront of my attention.

challenges remain.  challenges will always be present, but LVMpD will meet these challenges with resilience, 
innovation, and the determination to succeed and persevere.  We continue to work under budget constraints, we 
continue to analyze and respond to credible terrorism threats, and we continue to do daily police work, fighting 
crime and helping our citizens.

LVMpD will continue to provide outstanding police service to the Las Vegas community and, after one year as 
sheriff of the Las Vegas Metropolitan police Department, i can say that i’ve never been more proud to belong to 
such a strong organization.

      thank you,

      sheriff Joseph Lombardo

Message from
the Sheriff
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Las Vegas Valley Clark County

  2014 2015

square Miles.......................................................................................... 7,560  ............................. 7,560

Jurisdiction population ............................................................................ 1,500,942 ....................... 1,519,053

clark county population ........................................................................ 2,051,946 ....................... 2,091,895

tourist Volume ....................................................................................... 41,126,512 ..................... 42,312,216

  1 clark county comprehensive planning
  2 state Demographer projections
  3 Las Vegas convention Visitors authority

Jurisdiction
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Kirk primas, or Kp to those who know him, was born in Lincoln, 
nebraska.  an air Force brat, after a stint in Little rock, arkansas, Kirk’s 
father transferred to nellis air Force Base in Las Vegas, nevada in 1970.  
Kirk was ten years old.

Kirk remained in Las Vegas through high school, proving to be very 
capable on a baseball diamond.  He then moved to Yuma, arizona, 
to pursue playing baseball at the junior college level.  From there, he 
received a scholarship to northern arizona university, played baseball 
for two more years and, during his junior year, got married.

in college, Kirk worked for a tire company and a lumber company.  
at the time, one of his coworkers was testing for the fire department.  
in 1981, he decided to test for both the sheriff’s department and the 
police department.  Kirk was hired by the cochonino county sheriff’s 
Department in Flagstaff in early 1982.  He worked in the jail for a few 
months, and was then sent to the state police academy in tucson.  Kirk 
finished first in the academy and returned to the sheriff’s Department.
in 1983, the Flagstaff police Department offered Kirk a job, and he 
accepted.  after graduating, Kirk’s wife was having trouble finding a 
teaching job in arizona and convinced him to test with the Las Vegas 
Metropolitan police Department.  He was hired by LVMpD in september 
of 1984.  Kirk, his wife and two-year old son moved to Las Vegas.

Kirk’s first assignment after training was at the 
southeast area command.  upon promoting 
to sergeant, he moved to the sWat unit.  He 
recalls working 17 straight 12-hour days after 
the rodney King riots in Los angeles.  after 
the shootings at columbine High school in 
colorado, Kirk was instrumental in developing 
an active shooter program for LVMpD, and all 
commissioned officers attended the class in a 
two-month period.

in 2004, Kirk was promoted to lieutenant 
and assigned to the Quality assurance 
(Qa) section.  after one year in Quality assurance, he was asked by 
then-sheriff Bill Young to join the office of the sheriff as the executive 
Lieutenant.  Kirk recommended the critical incident review process, 
(cirp) which would introduce a more thorough investigation of the 
department’s uses of force, particularly deadly force.

in 2007, Kirk was promoted to captain and assigned to the gang crimes 
Bureau, where he again got involved with cirp.  in 2010, LVMpD had 
an inordinate number of officer involved shootings and the department 
decided action must be taken to examine the circumstances around 
these uses of force.  By the end of 2010, then-sheriff Douglas gillespie 
had acted to form the organizational Development Bureau (oDB), 
which included the newly proposed critical incident review team (cirt), 

Qa, and the training section all together under one bureau to examine 
uses of deadly force, and by July of 2011, cirt was fully functional.

in December of 2011, sheriff gillespie directed Kirk to initiate another 
new bureau, the office of internal oversight (oio), which would include 
a cirt and proposed Force investigation team (Fit).  in January, 2012, 
sheriff gillespie had discussions with the u.s. Department of Justice and 
the civil rights Bureau regarding LVMpD’s officer involved shootings.  
under Kirk’s leadership, oio hit the ground running in January of 
2012, conducting unprecedented and thorough investigations of 
LVMpD officer involved shootings.  Kirk reflects upon those days as very 
stressful, with long days and little sleep, but is also quick to point out 
that, “this concept is saving people’s lives.”

after one year in oio, Kirk was promoted to Deputy chief, commanding 
the administrative and sciences Division.  it was his first experience with 
the nearly all-civilian division.  He embraced the opportunity to learn 
new areas of the department: the Forensic Laboratory, the evidence 
Vault, crime scene investigations, the Logistics Bureau and records 
Bureau.  previously, he had little exposure to each of these bureaus and 
saw new leadership opportunities.

in December of 2014, Kirk was promoted to assistant sheriff. almost 
immediately, newly-elected sheriff Joseph 
Lombardo advised his staff to begin 
discussions regarding decentralization, 
which would begin mid-2015.  Kirk explains, 
“it was a huge project and had never been 
done with our department.  But one of the 
biggest strengths of the project was that 
there were no unclear messages from sheriff 
Lombardo.  We gathered leadership, there 
was substantial feedback, and that was our 
direction, period.  that clarity of vision was 
tremendous for us.”

over 31 years of unwavering dedication, 
Kirk’s countless contributions to LVMpD are also tremendous.  this man 
has been entrusted to lead a great number of valuable projects that the 
department initiated and his leadership, insight and critical thinking will 
be sorely missed. 

Kirk plans to spend his retirement in tennessee, where he and his wife 
are building a new home.  “i’m just looking for a life to slow down a 
little bit,” he says, smiling.  after three-plus decades of full-speed ahead, 
he’s due, and something tells us Kp will be just as good at that as he is 
in everything else.
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in July of 2015, 
LVMpD  decentralized 
several investigative sections, placing detectives at patrol area 
commands with the intent of reducing investigative response 
times to crimes committed.  to date, 162 detectives and detective 
leadership positions have moved from centralized investigative 
bureaus to patrol area commands.  including civilian positions 
and some detectives who were already stationed at area 
commands, over 300 transfers have been transacted, and 24 
vacant detective positions have been filled.

undersheriff Kevin McMahill explains, “We had a system of 
specialization that worked well when we had a lot more cops.  
When we lost positions, we did not change our business model.  
that was unsustainable.  We had to change.  Moving detectives 
to area commands limited detective responsibility.  rather than 
having too much, they are able to focus on a smaller geographical 
area and react more quickly and effectively.”

LVMpD created the project Management and Video Bureau 
(pMVB) to manage the decentralization project, and captain 
shawn andersen was at the forefront of this formidable project.  
“We had to surpass a belief regarding the way we’d done 
business for years and years,” capt. andersen explains.  “But it 
gives area commanders greater autonomy and responsibility to 
combat crime, to have the resources that they’ve never previously 
had.”

there have been growing pains and assessment continues 

but, thus far, the effects of decentralization have been 
positive.  capt. andersen continues, “this cleans 

up the intelligence flow about crimes.  there has 
been an enhancement to briefing, detectives 

are in briefings talking about their cases, talking 
to patrol cops about items specific to cases to be on 

the lookout for.  information sharing has never been better.”

“Manpower issues are constantly being addressed, but we have 
coverage of detectives seven days a week,” the undersheriff 
continues.  “currently, there’s a focus at area commands for 
gang units, so evaluation is ongoing.  this is a process, the 
staffing studies have really exposed some challenges we have.  
But we’ve reduced the time it takes for detectives to receive crime 
reports dramatically.”

statistics confirm the undersheriff’s comments.  prior to 
decentralization, on average, it took a newly received robbery 
report 19 days to get assigned to a robbery detective.  property 
crimes reports were taking an average of eight days.  gang 
crimes: almost 21 days.  after decentralization, the average 
crime report takes approximately three days before assignment 
to a detective.

undersheriff McMahill concludes, “that puts detectives closer 
to crimes and victims, they can interview victims and witnesses 
while memories are still fresh.  and decentralization is focused 
on getting these crimes solved and helping victims.”
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COMMUNICATIONS BUREAU 2014 2015 % Change

total Dispatched events .......................................................................... 485,419 .................481,530 .................. -0.80%

9-1-1 calls answered ............................................................................ 1,139,777 ..............1,334,832 .............. 23.85%

total calls received ............................................................................... 3,285,225 ..............3,290,595 ................ 0.16%

ADMINISTRATIVE & SCIENCES DIVISION

telephonic reports taken ....................................................................... 8,653 .....................7,207 .................... -16.71%

Work cards issued ................................................................................. 22,993 ...................23,368 ..................... 1.63%

Miscellaneous Fingerprints taken ............................................................ 16,233 ...................17,505 ..................... 7.84%

convicted person registrations ................................................................ 2,637 .....................2,832 ....................... 7.39%

crime scenes processed ......................................................................... 12,804 ...................12,795 .................... -0.07%

Dna samples received   ……………………………. ................................. 12,769 ...................15,160 ................... 18.73%

Dna samples processed   ………………………….. ................................. 10,377 ...................16,929 ................... 63.14%

Firearms/toolmark requests received   …………..................................... 876 ........................1,014 ..................... 15.75%

Firearms/toolmark requests processed   .…………………… .................... 701 ........................778 ........................ 10.98%

ccW applications received .................................................................... 12,711 ...................15,193 ................... 19.53%

INVESTIGATIVE SERVICES DIVISION

Homicide arrests .................................................................................... 89 ..........................63 ......................... -29.21%

repeat offenders target arrests .............................................................. 7 ............................30 ........................ 328.57%

Fugitive arrests ...................................................................................... 258 ........................249 ......................... -3.49%

crime stoppers tips based arrests .......................................................... 123 ........................116 ......................... -5.69%

narcotics section arrests (Felony/gross Misdemeanor)............................. 908 ........................631 ....................... -30.51%

DETENTION SERVICES DIVISION

ccDc incarcerations ............................................................................. 59,834 ...................56,299 .................... -5.91%

total charges ........................................................................................ 172,937 .................156,619 .................. -9.44%

average Length of incarceration (days) .................................................... 23.3 .......................25.1 ......................... 7.73%

ccDc Daily average in custody ............................................................ 4,149 .....................4,007 ...................... -3.42%

 central Detention ...................................................................... 3,736 .....................3,434 ...................... -8.08%

 alternate Housing ...................................................................... 171 ........................275 ........................ 60.82%

 Home Detention ........................................................................ 242 ........................298 ........................ 23.14%

Performance Measures
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COMMUNITY POLICING & TOURIST SAFETY DIVISIONS 2014 2015 % Change

calls for service - total ........................................................................... 803,164 .................845,955 ................... 5.33%

 neac ....................................................................................... 93,336 ...................99,865 ..................... 7.00%

 nWac ...................................................................................... 115,644 .................122,500 ................... 5.93%

 Dtac ........................................................................................ 91,987 ...................96,494 ..................... 4.90%

 seac ........................................................................................ 108,078 .................114,485 ................... 5.93%

 scac ........................................................................................ 87,691 ...................92,596 ..................... 5.59%

 eac .......................................................................................... 143,990 .................154,690 ................... 7.43%

 ccac ....................................................................................... 71,698 ...................72,076 ..................... 0.53%

 Bac .......................................................................................... 90,740 ...................93,249 ..................... 2.77%

avg. response time for emergency calls (minutes) .................................. 6.3 .........................6.3 ............................. 0.0%

traffic citations by patrol Divisions .......................................................... 81,393 ...................78,508 .................... -3.54%

total Miles Driven .................................................................................. 19,976,447 ............19,780,093 ............. -0.98%

total special events coordinated ............................................................ 3,434 .....................3,461 ....................... 0.79%

special events overtime Billed (hours) ..................................................... 125,087 .................141,453 ................. 13.08%

new neighborhood Watch groups organized ........................................ 216 ........................297 ........................ 37.50%

traffic accidents investigated .................................................................. 13,481 ...................13,360 .................... -0.90%

traffic citations by traffic Bureau ............................................................ 136,945 .................129,050 .................. -5.77%

Dui arrests (including patrol Divisions) .................................................... 3,976 .....................4,020 ....................... 1.11%

traffic Fatalities ...................................................................................... 86 ..........................121 ........................ 40.70%

Vice investigations/arrests ...................................................................... 102 ........................140 ........................ 37.25%

Vice enforcement/arrests ........................................................................ 3,729 .....................3,400 ...................... -8.82%

citizen on-Line reports taken ................................................................ 0 ............................2,478 ............................n/c

HOMELAND SECURITY DIVISION

special investigations (city and county) .................................................. 942 ........................1,227 ..................... 30.25%

K9 calls for assistance ........................................................................... 4,176 .....................3,484 .................... -16.57%

search and rescue operations   ……………………. ................................ 151 ........................153 .......................... 1.32%

air support calls for service   ……………………….. ................................ 8,206 .....................7,578 ...................... -7.65%

air support observations  ……………………………. ............................... 2,148 .....................1,825 .................... -15.04%
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a Las Vegas native, tracy Birch worked for 
her family’s roofing company through high 
school and college.  she began studying 
pre-med at the university of nevada, 
Las Vegas, but taking a criminalistics 
class instructed by the LVMpD Forensics 
Laboratory Director piqued her interest 
in forensics.  tracy followed that with an 
internship with LVMpD for university credit 
which involved a new blood-typing method.

tracy was hired by only the second 
employer she’s ever known, the Las Vegas 
Metropolitan police Department, in 1984, 
two days after graduating from unLV.  
Hired as a criminalist (currently referred to 
as Forensic scientist), tracy’s primary duty 
was the management of the state’s breath 
alcohol program.  However, she also 
worked on controlled substance analysis,  
blood alcohol analysis and blood-typing 
(aBo and secretor status testing) which 
were pre-Dna science.  also, at this time, 
criminalists were “generalists,” being 
proficient in numerous analyses, and 
LVMpD employed ten criminalists.  in the 
late-90’s, Dna-based analysis became 
a national practice and scientists began 

to specialize in specific types of testing 
instead of attempting to maintain expertise 
on several categories of testing.  this was 
necessary based on changes in technology 
that were growing exponentially during this 
time.

Working as a criminalist, tracy quickly 
built a reputation of humility and loyalty, 
combined with a strong work ethic, and 
the breath alcohol  assignment remains 
one of her favorites.  tracy was responsible 
for maintaining and calibrating all breath 
instruments in southern nevada, training 
officers in the use of the instruments, and 
testifying in court whenever necessary.  
tracy got to travel across southern nevada 
doing so, and estimates she testified over 
500 hundred times as an expert witness.

in 1998, tracy was promoted to Forensic 
Laboratory  Manager in the chemistry 
Detail.  she supervised the toxicology unit 
(until 2008), controlled substances unit, 
and the trace evidence unit.  tracy helped  
achieve national accreditation through 
the  american society of crime Laboratory 
Directors/ Laboratory accreditation 
Board  in 2003 and re-accreditation in 
2008.  tracy helped design the Laboratory 
information Management system (LiMs),  
helped design the LVMpD laboratory space 
in less than eight months, completing the 
task from design to move-in. she received 
a commendation for her dedication and 
hard work. tracy had the foresight to lease 
equipment, rather than purchase, due to 
rapid technological advancements and 
improvements in laboratory equipment 
and the requirement to keep up with these 
advancements.

tracy was promoted to  Forensic Laboratory 
Director in 2011 and worked to pass 
legislation that requires all persons arrested 
for a felony to provide a Dna specimen for 
entry into the national database, coDis.  
over her career, she has drafted and 
proposed legislation regarding: Driving 
under the influence violators, helping to 

change Dui laws; legislation regarding 
marijuana grows and disposing of more 
than ten pounds of a seizure, and; has 
provided guidance on several bills that 
pertained to forensic science topics.

in 2013, tracy was appointed as the 
executive Director of the criminalistics 
Bureau overseeing the crime scene 
investigation, evidence Vault, and Forensic 
Laboratory sections.   she also supported 
and facilitated a much more in-depth 
Laboratory accreditation to  international 
laboratory testing standards which was 
awarded in 2014.  she is currently, working 
with the crime scene investigations 
section  to attain the same international 
accreditation.

tracy plans to retire in 2016, however, she 
will remain busy learning French, designing 
a backyard kitchen, and planting a garden.  
Married with two adult children, tracy calls 
Las Vegas home and has no plans to leave 
the Las Vegas Valley.  she says, “i grew up 
here.  i was hired so young, the department 
made me who i am.  i learned so much…  
i believe you do what has to be done and 
hope you make a difference in people’s 
lives.”  tracy’s departure will create a 
substantial void in the department, as 
her span of knowledge and experience is 
unrivaled.  almost 32 years later, it is clear 
LVMpD made a wise decision in snapping 
up this sharp student right out of college.  
Few investments have paid such dividends.
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Personnel Stats

AUTHORIZED FULL-TIME POSITIONS

POLICE EMPLOYEE POSITIONS* FY 2014/2015 FY 2015/2016

police officers .................................................................................. 2,606  ..........................2,794

civilians .......................................................................................... 1,192 ...........................1,238

totaL  .......................................................................................... 3,798 ...........................4,032

officers per 1,000 residents............................................................. 1.74  ............................1.83

* includes positions funded with operating, More cops and e-911 Funds.

DETENTION EMPLOYEE POSITIONS* FY 2014/2015 FY 2015/2016

corrections officers ......................................................................... 784 ..............................785

civilians .......................................................................................... 293 ..............................295

county employee positions ............................................................... 51 ................................45

totaL  .......................................................................................... 1,128 ...........................1,125

OFFICIAL BUDGETARY POPULATION NUMBERS FY 2014/2015 FY 2015/2016
  (2013 Estimates) (2014 Estimates)

Jurisdiction population ...................................................................... 1,498,142 ....................1,524,142

county population............................................................................ 2,031,723 ....................2,069,450

COMMITTEE ON FISCAL AFFAIRS

Fiscal oversight of all LVMpD budget and financial matters is provided by a committee of five representatives; two from the city 

of Las Vegas council, two from the clark county commission and an additional member from the general public. Monthly 

meetings ensure accountability and responsibility by each participating governmental entity.

Commissioner
Larry Brown

Councilman
Ricki Barlow

Independent
Renee West

Commissioner
Steve Sisolak

Councilman
Stavros Anthony
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Financial Stats

FINANCIAL FACT SHEET

POLICE OPERATING FUND BUDGET FY 2014/2015 FY 2015/2016

LVMpD generated ................................................................................... $129,544,381  ........................ $135,639,207 

airport contract ......................................................................................... $20,805,910  .......................... $21,614,039 

city contribution ..................................................................................... $126,938,755  ........................ $136,039,975 

county contribution ................................................................................. $216,504,308  ........................ $225,804,076 

Fund Balance contribution (addition) ..........................................................  $(2,774,238) ........................... $20,350,000 

TOTAL REVENUES ..........................................................................   $491,019,116  ...................... $539,447,297 

salaries  ...................................................................................................$281,897,210  ........................ $304,193,955 

Benefits  ...................................................................................................$134,340,498  ........................ $149,728,430 

services/supplies ....................................................................................... $66,126,230  .......................... $68,823,149 

capital  ........................................................................................................ 8,655,178  ............................ $9,123,982 

transfers to other Funds ............................................................................................... -    .......................... $7,577,781  

TOTAL EXPENDITURES .................................................................... $491,019,116  ...................... $539,447,297  

DETENTION BUDGET1 FY 2014/2015 FY 2015/2016

salaries  .....................................................................................................$98,389,710  .......................... $94,456,555 

Benefits  .....................................................................................................$47,036,099  .......................... $48,308,199 

services/supplies ....................................................................................... $60,575,843  .......................... $62,120,246 

capital  ..........................................................................................................$910,100  ............................... $815,000  

TOTAL EXPENDITURES ..................................................................   $206,911,752  ...................... $205,700,000   

1Detention operations are funded by clark county
includes Funds 2060 & 2470
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Traffic Stats

TRAFFIC FATALITY
ANALYSIS

 Fatal % change from no. of % change from
Year collisions previous year Fatalities previous year

2011 70 ............-10.3% 72 ............ -13.3%

2012 102 ..........45.7% 109 .......... 51.4%

2013 113 ..........10.8% 114 .......... 4.6%

2014 88 ............-22.1% 95 ............ -16.7%

2015 117 ..........33.0% 125 .......... 31.6%
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“When you look at the definition of ‘community policing’ 
nationwide, you see a lot of departments, us included, are 
doing the same things. ‘shop With a cop,’ ‘santa cops,’ those 
kinds of things.  and while these things are valuable, they aren’t 
enough.  significant problems remain in many communities,” 
Las Vegas Metropolitan police Department undersheriff Kevin 
McMahill begins.  “We are not a ‘check the box’ law enforcement 
organization.  Different area commands are different 
communities, and a cookie cutter approach won’t work.”

LVMpD identified a need to consolidate all of the parts of 
community policing to ensure all groups in the community are 
engaged with, communicated with, and that the department is 
continually developing these relationships.  the beginning of that 
is the creation of the office of community engagement (oce).

the undersheriff continues, “the old model of ‘investigate-
arrest-incarcerate-repeat’ doesn’t work across the board.  and 
i know; 20 years ago, i was that cop, the investigator, who used 
that model.  But we’ve got to change, and we will change the 
model.”

Lieutenant sasha Larkin has been charged with overseeing the 
oce.  she has a passion for bringing people together and the 
positive gains that can result from such exchanges.  Lt. Larkin 
continues, “the four main factors involved here are: awareness, 
outreach, engagement, and education.  We pull in groups and 
support these groups.  and we’ll continue to increase buy-in from 

our department and work towards integration of our community 
partners.  the education is both internal and external.”

the office of community engagement may be the central 
hub, but it’s only the beginning.   patrol remains the face of 
any police department, and ensuring LVMpD patrol units remain 
involved with community policing is a top priority.  Lt. Larkin 
explains, “(community policing) used to just be cop teams at 
area commands.  We can do so much more.  We have veterans 
at ccDc (clark county Detention center) who have ptsD.  as 
a community, we have a responsibility to help reintegrate our 
veterans.  We have other inmates that need treatment much 
more than they need incarceration.”

undersheriff McMahill continues, “With the rapid growth of the 
Valley, we couldn’t keep up with our manpower demands.  We 
became a calls-for-service based law enforcement organization.  
We endeavor to do a better job, year after year, and by listening 
to some of the biggest critics (of law enforcement) is a great 
way to bring our voices together.  We’re getting back to taking 
policing personally.”

the office of community engagement is the first step, and it’s a 
big step.  in the few months since the oce’s inception, significant 
strides have been made with a number of community groups 
throughout Las Vegas.  By striving to work together, rather than 
being adversarial, we will build a stronger community.
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COMMUNITY SERVICE AwARD - 3

UNIT COMMUNITY SERVICE AwARD - 3

LIFESAVING AwARD - 14

EXEMPLARY SERVICE AwARD - 4

UNIT EXEMPLARY SERVICE AwARD - 86

MERITORIOUS SERVICE AwARD - 3

Fama, Frank Murray, thomas napier, Malcolm

UNIT MERITORIOUS SERVICE AwARD - 115

Awards

arizmendi, Brian
Baker, chad
Baldwin, patrick
Blasko, Joel
Bundy, Justin
Burnett, ailee
cassell, Kathy
causey, Melissa
cunningham, travis
Dalley, Mike
Demetres, Harry
Dixon, James
Drew, Magnolia
Dunn, Lori
Fairweather, Michael
Fink, aaron
Flippo, george
garza, theresa
gaylord, Luann
genter, Bruce
glaude, theodore
grammas, Brian

greenway, Brian
Hammond, sharnette
Haskell, Melanie
Henderson, roberto
Herbert Joseph
Heredia, Jessica
Highsmith, anya
Hooten, cheryl
Hovan, Jonathan
Hughes, Karen
Hutchason, steve
Jaques, Michael
Johanning, Melissa
Johnson, cathyJo
Kelso, neal
Koop, David
Kratsas, christopher
Kurian, Joe
LaFreniere, Jason
Letkiewicz, Jason
Martin, Joel
Martinez-romo, Jose

Mcgrath, Dan
Mcgrath, John
Merges, phillip
Meyer, Fred
Morton, Larry
Munson, greg
napier, Malcolm
neville, patrick
ocampo-gomez, aden
o’Donnell, Jenny
pandullo, tullio
pannullo, Joseph
parker, arnold
pelletier, John
peralta, andrew
peters, todd
petko, chris
pilley, Bambi
plaskett, Bernard
ponder, Jon
rafferty, ryan
roberts, Jusing

roberts, thomas
scott, carla
spencer, ray
stark, Joshua
sufana, ronald
taylor, Kelly
teel, William
thacker, robert
thomas, Monahan
tomaino, chris
townley, timothy
Velazquez, Jathneil
Wallace, Michael
Weber, paden
Wilds, eric
Williams, cynthia
Wilson, Michelle
York, anthony
Young, Kenneth
Zolman, scott

Braun, Laura Donaldson, Matthew geiger, Kathleen

saavedra, andrew smith, Lonnie spencer, raymond

Bunch, Denton
Dixon, Blake
escobar, Luis
Ferrante, James

Fulton, scot
Kingsley, Lee
Kubla, Kerry
Lopez, Daniel

Molnar, Donny
rexroad, Derek
schwartz, Darren
smith, Juleick

Voris, chendall
Weaver, ray

Brewer, William choueiri, Bruno oaks, James steinmetz, sabrina

abordeen, David
amundson, Mark
anguiano, Joel
auten, isaac
Basner, spencer 
Beas, adrian
Beasley, Jae
Beck, sean
Begin, Jason
Borden, Brandon
Bourque, stephan
Brewer, William
Brigandi, nicolas
Brown, chad
Burke, ryan
Buttars, Michael
carl, Jodi
casto, Josh
cherrier, paul
cobb, Benjamin

colucci, angelo
connel, steve
cook, chad
cook, pamela
cord, travis
crawford, Brandon
Darden, sidney
Depaulis, richard
Dredla, Melonie
eickmeyer, Brett
enriquez, sam
Fagel, Harry
Faller, tom
Finke, Kim
Flynn, Dennis
Flynn, patrick
Ford, shawn
game, Mike
giannone, Joe
gifford, Dave

grainger, Jennifer
grantham, robert
Halasi, ryan
Hall, abigail
Hall, chris
Halligan, patrick
Harold, christopher
Hart, richard
Herald, chris
Herald, Dennis
Hibbetts, Kristopher
ivins, Zachary
James, Donald
Jappe, Derek
Johnson, Jenna
Kegley, robert
Kelly, Dave
Kikkert, Jon
Kinsler, Jeffrey
Larios, noe

Lavarna, Mary
Lawson, robert
Lefler, Wes
Leon, John
Lerner, steven
Lilenthal, craig
Lowery, John
Majewski, scott
Malkowski, Brandon
Maloney, Michael
Martinez, ray
McDermott, andrew
Mcinerney, Katelyn
McMurtry, travis
Mead, Kenneth
Mitchell, rodney
Mohler, stephen
Mortimer, phillip
Mulkey, eric
Munoz, ivens
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UNIT MERITORIOUS SERVICE AwARD - 115 (CONTINUED)

MEDAL OF HONOR - 6

MEDAL OF VALOR - 23

DIVISION AwARDS - 18

DIVISION COMMENDABLE - 6  COMMENDABLE ACTION - 3 

CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION - 5

Awards

Musheno, Jeff
neilson, scott
olive, David
packe, anthony
pandullo, tullio
petko, chris
pope, Lisa
radke, troy
rinetti, Larry
rivers, Heather
roberts, tom

rock, Bobbie
rowland, tracey
rowlett, Dave
santoyo, Michael
stephensen, rachel
swales, robert
swanbeck, Jeff
tamao, craig
theobald, Linda
thomas, richard
thomas, scott

toschi, Jeffrey
turcaz, Luis
urena, cesar
Voyles, Brad
Waive, reed
Walt, Mark
Walt, Millard 
Watford, philip
Winn, Joseph
Wood, russ
Woolard, Bryan

Wyche, Brian
Zinger, Justin

Baughman, Zachary
Beal, Zach
Bethard, John
Brandon, John
Breeden, richard
Brosnahan, Brett

corbin, David
gastelum, Baudelio
green, Darren
gross, timothy
Hough, steven
Hovanec, Matthew

Huffmaster, Douglas
Layton, DuWayne
McKenzie, Kurt
Moore, William
nicol, troy
o’Brien, chris

reahm, chris
rotta, ryan
sherwood, patrick
smaka, shawn
smith, Michael

Briggs, ana
callen, David

Lourenco, paul 
solorio, samuel

steelsmith, Brian
thomas, richard

anderson, Laura
Fairweather, Michael
Friess, Brad
Haas, Fred
Houchen, Joshua

Humphrey, todd
Hutchason, eric
Janscek, Luke
Lanave, richard
Lawson, robert

Martin, Joel
Meyer, seth
Meyers, richard
Morton, Larry
ruiz, Lissette

sackoff, Bradley
stark, Dustin
Welte, Jeff

Bates, andre
Bell, Kendall
Markwell, adam

Moore, redell
o’Daniel, Melanie
smith, Bobby

Beckerle, John
Blount, Daniel
charaska, eric

cannizzaro, nicole
Lippish, Karl
Lopez, ricardo

tchan, Fong
Vincent, tony
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Name Hire Date Retirement Date
Fragiadakis, Stamatis .................7/24/2000 ........................ 1/2/2015
Loretto, Leslie .............................10/16/2000 ...................... 1/2/2015
See, Michael ..............................3/5/1993 .......................... 1/8/2015
Buffett, Louise ............................1/2/1995 .......................... 1/8/2015
Lorusso, Leonard.........................2/28/1989 ........................ 1/9/2015
Beard, Marcia ............................7/20/1989 ........................ 1/9/2015
Keller, Karen ..............................2/9/1998 .......................... 1/9/2015
Lyons, Sidney .............................12/6/1996 ...................... 1/13/2015
Robb, Darrell ..............................9/7/1982 ........................ 1/14/2015
Rogers, Robert ............................9/10/1984 ...................... 1/14/2015
Moyer, Thomas ...........................11/5/1984 ...................... 1/14/2015
Nest, Michael .............................3/5/1996 ........................ 1/14/2015
Black, Russell .............................8/30/1994 ...................... 1/15/2015
Tavarez, Mark.............................1/3/1984 ........................ 1/16/2015
Blasko, Jennifer A.  .....................10/17/1994 .................... 1/22/2015
Klatt, Craig .................................8/12/1974 ...................... 1/30/2015
Roberts, Jay ...............................1/13/1995 ...................... 1/30/2015
Smith, Cynthia ...........................9/16/2002 ...................... 1/30/2015
Cooper, Sharon ...........................7/10/2003 ...................... 1/30/2015
Cabrales, Allen ...........................1/7/1980 .......................... 2/3/2015
McCleery, Heather.......................3/11/1996 ........................ 2/5/2015
Mageras, Susan..........................11/17/1997 .................... 2/12/2015
Cook, Jack..................................1/31/2005 ...................... 2/12/2015
Love, Debbie ..............................7/7/1989 ........................ 2/18/2015
Richards, LaRhonya ....................8/4/2008 ........................ 2/19/2015
Hunt, Benny ...............................9/11/1992 ...................... 2/23/2015
Acosta, Carlos .............................9/1/1992 ........................ 2/24/2015
Smith, Valerie ............................2/22/1993 ...................... 2/24/2015
Coulston, Jeri .............................2/16/1980 ...................... 2/25/2015
Crawford, Kristy ..........................7/7/1989 ........................ 2/25/2015
Whipple, Jeffrey .........................3/3/1992 .......................... 3/3/2015
Schmidt, Barbara .......................2/28/1995 ........................ 3/3/2015
Langgin, Melvin..........................2/26/1991 ........................ 3/4/2015
Stubbs, Evelyn............................3/5/1990 .......................... 3/5/2015
Reddon, Mark ............................2/28/1995 ........................ 3/5/2015
Shaffer, Larry B ..........................3/31/2003 ........................ 3/6/2015
Colgan, Mitchell .........................3/3/1992 ........................ 3/11/2015
Pees, Caroline .............................3/5/1990 ........................ 3/12/2015
Cooper, Samantha ......................5/26/1990 ...................... 3/20/2015
Janjetovic, Pat ............................9/5/1995 ........................ 3/23/2015
Brotherson, Deborah ...................3/20/1995 ...................... 3/26/2015
Hoier, Donald .............................3/3/1992 ........................ 3/27/2015
Ramsamy, Sharon ......................11/14/1979 .................... 3/31/2015
Bradshaw, Perry .........................7/12/1996 ...................... 3/31/2015
Lund, Laurel ...............................11/9/1999 ...................... 3/31/2015
Mosser, Larry ..............................7/6/1998 .......................... 4/1/2015
Rogers, Loreen ...........................2/25/2008 ........................ 4/4/2015
Causey, Melissa ..........................8/2/1996 .......................... 4/8/2015
Phelps, Paula .............................3/3/2008 .......................... 4/8/2015
Medlicott, John ...........................2/28/1989 ........................ 4/9/2015
Giersdorf, Daniel .........................3/5/1993 .......................... 4/9/2015
Fletcher, Thomas ........................4/8/1985 ........................ 4/10/2015
Austin, Leon ...............................3/3/1992 ........................ 4/14/2015
Collins, Eric ................................7/3/1989 ........................ 4/15/2015
Smith, Bobby .............................8/29/1995 ...................... 4/15/2015
Mastin, Kay ................................8/20/1996 ...................... 4/15/2015
Downs, Leo ................................4/24/1995 ...................... 4/23/2015
Daley, William ...........................5/12/2003 ...................... 4/24/2015
Reyes, Raymond  ........................3/3/1992 .......................... 5/1/2015

Name Hire Date Retirement Date
Hughes, Karen............................4/8/1985 .......................... 5/4/2015
Taylor, Patrick.............................9/5/1989 ........................ 5/13/2015
Dumas, Victor .............................2/6/1991 ........................ 5/13/2015
Coleman, Theresa .......................9/22/1992 ...................... 5/14/2015
Wielgorecki, Teri .........................6/17/1996 ...................... 5/15/2015
Lewis, Brandi .............................5/23/1987 ...................... 5/26/2015
Schultz, Charles ..........................2/13/2006 ...................... 5/26/2015
Crane, Lisa .................................2/28/1989 ...................... 5/27/2015
Deas, Latina ...............................3/10/1994 ...................... 5/29/2015
Kluth, Mary  ...............................11/4/1998 ........................ 6/1/2015
Ducas, John ...............................6/25/2001 ........................ 6/1/2015
Petko, Christopher .......................7/22/1987 ...................... 6/11/2015
Manzo, Ruth ..............................4/3/2006 ........................ 6/12/2015
Campbell-Dolinar, Hiedi ..............7/17/2006 ...................... 6/18/2015
Pidruzny, Karen ..........................12/1/2000 ...................... 6/19/2015
Collins, Chris ..............................1/3/1984 .......................... 7/1/2015
Leslie, Dawn ..............................10/9/1989 ........................ 7/2/2015
Welte, Jeffrey .............................2/26/1991 ........................ 7/2/2015
Ziel, Gregory ...............................2/22/1994 ........................ 7/2/2015
Council, Jerry ..............................12/6/1996 ........................ 7/2/2015
Tafoya, Steven ............................9/1/1992 .......................... 7/4/2015
Artau, Julie ................................2/28/1995 ........................ 7/4/2015
Salinas, Al .................................5/30/1986 ........................ 7/6/2015
Ankeny, Christopher ....................2/23/1993 ........................ 7/6/2015
Miller, William ...........................1/13/1995 ........................ 7/6/2015
Sweeney, Kelly  ..........................9/4/2001 .......................... 7/6/2015
Holley, Daniel ............................1/30/1984 ........................ 7/7/2015
Hughes, Todd .............................3/3/1992 .......................... 7/7/2015
Hughes, Tina ..............................11/2/1998 ........................ 7/7/2015
Evans, Brian...............................8/15/1986 ........................ 7/8/2015
Steiber, Raymond .......................7/8/1988 .......................... 7/8/2015
Lewis, Robert .............................9/6/1988 .......................... 7/8/2015
Holstein, Daniel ..........................2/26/1990 ........................ 7/8/2015
Miller, Tom ................................9/1/1992 .......................... 7/8/2015
Gilbert, David .............................2/23/1993 ........................ 7/8/2015
Johnson, Richard ........................1/25/1999 ........................ 7/8/2015
Novier, Stephen ..........................3/5/1996 .......................... 7/9/2015
Pascoe, Gwendolyn “Lou” ............11/26/2012 ...................... 7/9/2015
Hutton, Oyong ............................1/13/1995 ...................... 7/11/2015
Wise, Julie  ................................2/22/1994 ...................... 7/14/2015
Jolley, Lynn ................................3/8/1991 ........................ 7/15/2015
Duffy, Joseph .............................1/8/2001 ........................ 7/16/2015
Plencner, David ..........................3/14/1988 ...................... 7/17/2015
Bisch, Laurie ..............................9/17/1993 ...................... 7/21/2015
Butterfield-Elrod, Julie ................4/21/1980 ...................... 7/23/2015
Beaudette, Frances .....................4/6/1992 ........................ 7/23/2015
Ciecalone, Dustin ........................7/25/1997 ...................... 7/27/2015
Lundquist, Robert .......................2/26/1991 ...................... 7/30/2015
Kavon, Scott ...............................2/26/1991 ...................... 7/31/2015
Howard, Paul .............................7/27/1998 ...................... 7/31/2015
Page, Kenneth ............................7/18/2006 ...................... 7/31/2015
Legrow, Andrew ..........................4/8/1985 .......................... 8/3/2015
Wysocki, Stanley ........................8/19/2002 ........................ 8/4/2015
Dapra, Paul ................................9/5/1989 .......................... 8/5/2015
Hunt, Roderick ...........................9/5/1989 .......................... 8/5/2015
Washington, Cherry.....................4/7/1986 .......................... 8/6/2015
Holyoak, Eric ..............................2/28/1989 ........................ 8/6/2015
Mancini, Mary  ...........................10/25/1998 ...................... 8/7/2015
Zupancic, Susan .........................1/27/1986 ........................ 8/8/2015

Retirements
Name Hire Date Retirement Date
Mowery, Nenita ..........................7/10/1997 ...................... 8/12/2015
Mowery, Nick .............................7/2/1998 ........................ 8/12/2015
Lamoureau, Anita .......................11/12/2002 .................... 8/20/2015
Wayne, Sandy ............................4/8/2003 ........................ 8/24/2015
Neslund, Rory.............................7/3/1992 ........................ 8/26/2015
Cruz, Lourdes..............................10/12/1994 .................... 8/27/2015
Marsalla, Randall .......................8/21/2001 ...................... 8/27/2015
Vialard, Jeffrey ...........................8/29/1995 ...................... 8/31/2015
Nichols, Clinton ..........................9/1/1992 .......................... 9/1/2015
Dixon, Eugene ............................8/17/2000 ........................ 9/7/2015
Flynn, Dennis .............................9/6/1985 .......................... 9/9/2015
Casper, Gary ...............................8/15/1986 ........................ 9/9/2015
Hestand, Paul.............................8/29/1995 ........................ 9/9/2015
Rivero, Ramona ..........................4/29/1985 ...................... 9/13/2015
Lethbridge, Sean ........................9/11/1990 ...................... 9/14/2015
Sheahan, John ...........................9/11/1990 ...................... 9/14/2015
Schmidt, Robert ..........................9/11/1987 ...................... 9/15/2015
Larsen, Randall ..........................9/16/2002 ...................... 9/16/2015
Weaver, Melvin ..........................8/21/2001 ...................... 9/18/2015
Jones, Annette ............................9/22/2008 ...................... 9/26/2015
Payson, Christine ........................8/3/1994 ........................ 9/30/2015
Foster, Sherri ..............................10/1/1985 ...................... 10/8/2015
Vershall, Jennifer ........................7/26/1999 .................... 10/14/2015
Baker, Herbert ............................7/7/1989 ...................... 10/23/2015
Johnson-Murphy, Leslie ...............11/17/2008 .................. 10/26/2015
Hartwick, Allan ...........................6/18/1984 .................... 10/27/2015
Lowy, Andrea .............................7/31/1987 .................... 10/29/2015
Bradshaw, Sara ..........................8/29/1995 .................... 10/29/2015
Meltzer, Erik ...............................8/6/2008 ...................... 10/30/2015
Bozek, James .............................9/11/1987 ...................... 11/2/2015
North, Laura ...............................8/17/2000 ...................... 11/2/2015
Gray, Patricia..............................10/1/2001 ...................... 11/5/2015
Hanna, Cynthia ..........................9/16/2002 .................... 11/30/2015
Flakes, Rebecca ..........................2/13/2008 .................... 11/30/2015
Heiner, Darren ............................12/27/1983 .................... 12/7/2015
Foley, Joanne .............................11/6/2001 ...................... 12/9/2015
Banerjee, Joy .............................12/6/1996 .................... 12/10/2015
Devaney, David ..........................11/21/1990 .................. 12/11/2015
Redic, Carolyn ............................9/2/1994 ...................... 12/11/2015
Martinez, Raymond Jr .................3/14/1988 .................... 12/14/2015
Robinson, Eric ............................4/17/1990 .................... 12/14/2015
Fields, Tammie ...........................2/23/2004 .................... 12/14/2015
Drummond, Dan .........................7/28/1997 .................... 12/17/2015
Primas, Kirk ...............................9/10/1984 .................... 12/18/2015
Miles-Osborne, Carol ...................8/24/1994 .................... 12/18/2015
Fink, James ...............................8/30/1994 .................... 12/20/2015
Truax, David ...............................3/3/1992 ...................... 12/21/2015
Pare, Frank ................................10/16/2000 .................. 12/21/2015
Wayne, Troy ...............................3/8/1991 ...................... 12/22/2015
Korb, Kelly .................................7/22/1988 .................... 12/26/2015
Malburg, Clinton .........................11/21/1990 .................. 12/27/2015
Warburton, Robbin .....................2/28/1995 .................... 12/28/2015
Hui, Guy ....................................9/5/1989 ...................... 12/30/2015
Ruesch, Mark .............................3/3/1992 ...................... 12/30/2015
Norris, Walter .............................2/23/1993 .................... 12/30/2015
Haley, Doreen ............................11/5/1997 .................... 12/30/2015
Signorello, James .......................1/26/1998 .................... 12/30/2015
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